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Culik II, K. and T. Harju, Splicing semigroups of dominoes and DNA, Discrete Applied 
Mathematics 31 (1991) 261-277. 
We introduce semigroups of dominoes as a tool for working with sets of linked strings. In par- 
ticular, we are interested in splicing semigroups of dominoes. In the special case of alphabetic 
(symbol-to-symbol linked) dominoes the splicing semigroups are essentially equivalent to the 
splicing systems introduced by Head to study informational macromolecules, specifically to study 
the effect of sets of restriction enzymes and ligase that allow DNA molecules to be cleaved and 
reassociated to produce further molecules. Our main result is that in the case of alphabetic 
dominoes the splicing semigroup generated from an initial regular set is again regular. This im- 
plies positive solution of two open problems stated by Head, namely the regularity of splicing 
systems and the decidability of their membership problem. 
1. Introduction 
In [3] Head uses formal language theory to study informational macromolecules. 
He studies the potential effect of sets of restriction enzymes and a ligase that allow 
DNA molecules to be cleaved and reassociated to produce further molecules. The 
associated languages are analyzed by means of a generative formalism called a 
splicing system. In [3] a double-stranded molecule is represented by a string over 
alphabets of pairs. For example, let A, C, G and T denote the four deoxyribo- 
nucleotides that incorporate adenine, cytosine, guanine and thymine, respectively. 
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Then a small hypothetical molecule 
AGCTATCCTGACCATGAATCGC 
TCGATAGGACTGGTACTTAGCG 
is considered as a string over alphabet consisting of symbols (A, T), (C, G), (G, C) 
and (T, A). See [3] for more biological motivation and references. 
Head says that he has chosen this approach because formal language theory does 
not yet deal directly with linked pairs of strings. Actually, the authors have already 
considered linked pairs of strings, called dominoes, in [l]. However, dominoes from 
[l] would not be suitable for modeling of splicing systems, since they require the 
matched portions of a domino to be identical. Here we will introduce more general 
types of dominoes and operations of composition and splicing on them. The special 
case of blunt alphabetic dominoes considered in Section 4 is essentially equivalent 
to Head’s splicing systems. 
In Section 2 we define the “general dominoes”, the operations of composition 
and splicing on them and the corresponding splicing semigroups. They are of purely 
algebraic interest and, we hope, they will find other applications besides the 
biological ones. 
In Section 3 we give examples of finitely generated dominoes, and show that the 
membership problem is undecidable for the corresponding splicing semigroups. 
In Section 4 we introduce the alphabetic dominoes, a special case of finitely 
generated dominoes. Our main and somewhat surprising result is that in this case 
the splicing semigroup generated from a regular initial set (and restricted to blunt 
dominoes) is a regular set. Since for a finite starting set this case is essentially 
isomorphic to Head’s splicing system we have as corollaries the solution of the open 
problems stated in [3], namely the regularity of the splicing language and the 
decidability of its membership problem. The positive effective answer to the former, 
of course, implies the positive answer to the latter. The main result of [3] was that 
the splicing language is a strictly locally testable regular set in the restricted case of 
the persistent splicing systems. The decidability of the membership problem for the 
splicing language has also been studied by Denninghoff and Gatterdam [2]. They 
have shown that the membership problem is undecidable for the sequential splicing 
systems, that is the splicing systems that restrict the number of copies of some of 
the initial strings. They left the unrestricted (nonsequential) case, posed by Head [3], 
open. 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the basics of formal language theory, 
see e.g. [4]. The reader interested in the biological background is referred for exam- 
ple to [5] and [6]. 
2. Basics on general dominoes 
Let S be a semigroup and d c S x S a subsemigroup of the direct product, and let 
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S’ be the extension of S to a monoid with the identity element denoted by 1. A d- 
domino (r is a triple (f(a), m(a), r(a)), usually written as (~=/(a) * m(a). r(a) where 
f(cr),r(cw)~(domdxl)U(lxrand)U(lxl), m(a)Ed, 
and the products are in S’ x S’. The components of cr are said to be its left, middle 
and right parts. 
If here (x = m(a), then we call (Y a blunt domino. Letting T, : S’ x S’ --t S’ be the 
projection for i= 1,2, the pair (r,(a), r2(cz)) is the underlying pair of the d-domino 
cr. Blunt domino a is called an equal domino if its underlying pair is (x,x) for some 
XE S’, that is, a is an equal domino whenever f(o) = (1,l) = r(a) and r,(a) = r2(~). 
The graphical representation of d-domino a with /(a) E S’ x 1, r(u) E 1 x S’ is 
shown in Fig. 1. 
Fig. 1. d-domino a = I(a) m(cr) r(a). 
Two d-dominoes cx and p over S can be matched together (in this order) to form 
a larger d-domino a@P, as illustrated in Fig. 2, if 
r(a). 4P) E A, 
that is, if the right part of cr can be joined with the left part of p. 
Fig. 2. cy@p. 
In this case 
4e3P> = 4a), 
m(aOP) = m(aP(aVWW3>, 
r(aOP) = r(P). 
Note that above rn(crOP)Ed since d is a subsemigroup of the direct product. 
The product cr@P is undefined if r(a). I(P) In this case we write 
a@P = 0, 
where 0 is a special element for this purpose. If we agree that 0 is a d-domino, then 
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the d-dominoes form a semigroup with a zero element. Let us denote this semigroup 
by D,. Also, D,(A) denotes the subsemigroup of DA generated by the subset A. 
The set 
BD,(A)={aeD,(A): cx=m(a)}, 
is the blunt language generated by the subset of A c Dn, and 
ED,(A)={crcBD,(A): r,(a>=~(cx)}, 
is the equality language generated by A. 
Here we are mainly interested in the case S=_Z*, the free monoid generated by 
the alphabet 2. 
Example. Let 25 = {A, T, G, C} and let d be the semigroup of Z * x ,Y* generated by 
the relation {(A, T), (T, A), (G, C), (C, G)}. In this case (x, y) E A if and only if x and 
y can be obtained from each other by using the permutation (A, T)(G, C). The 
double string 
(Y = (AG, l)(GTC, CAG)(T, l), 
is a d-domino: 
d-domino a can be matched with the d-domino p= (1, A)(A, T) and the result is 
crap = (AG, l)(GTCTA, CAGAT), 
where r(cxOj3) = r(P) = (1,l). The product P@a is undefined: p@a = 0. Also the 
product p@y is undefined when y = (E, AG)(l, A) since r(/?)l(y) = (1,l) $ d. Had 
we chosen d to be the submonoid generated by the above permutations, then fi@ y 
would have been defined: p@y= (l,A)(ATC, TAG)(l, A). 
Example. Let hi, h2: C*+Z* be two homomorphisms and let 
d = {(h,(x), h2(x)): XE~*}. 
Then d is a finitely generated submonoid of ,X*x.X*. Clearly, an instance of the 
Post Correspondence Problem [4] is encoded by a finite set of blunt dominoes. 
Therefore it is undecidable whether or not ED,(A) #0 for d-dominoes and finite 
sets A consisting of blunt dominoes only. 
Now we will introduce the notion of oriented dominoes. In the following defini- 
tion of the splicing product we will use the orientation to determine how dominoes 
are glued together. The term splicing product suggests that we intend to use the in- 
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verse of this operation, to cut (splice) a d-domino into two smaller d-dominoes. 
Let P be a set of d-dominoes over a semigroup S such that each o E P is oriented: 
and 
/(G)E(S-{l})X 1 implies r(a) E 1 x 9, 
/(a)~lx(S-{1}) implies r(a)ESlXI. 
All the types of oriented dominoes are shown in Fig. 3. We define the splicing pro- 
duct y=a jp/3 of two d-dominoes (Y, p as cx@p if a@P#O and there exists CJE P 
such that 
(i) m(o) = r(a)U), 
(ii) /(a)=(l,x) for some suffix x of r,(a), 
(iii) r(a)=(y, 1) for some prefix y of rr(/3), 
or 
(i) m(a) = r(c.r)U), 
(ii) /(a) = (x, 1) for some suffix x of r,(a), 
(iii) r(a) = (1, y) for some prefix y of sz(/3). 
Fig. 3. Oriented dominoes. 
The latter case is illustrated in Fig. 4. Again we write (Y lP/3=0 if a IP/? is un- 
defined above. 
Fig. 4. y=a lpp. 
A subsemigroup T of DA is called a splicing semigroup with respect to P if 
cz jpj3e T- (0) implies Q, /3~ T. 
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We note here that the result a IP/3 is independent of the choice of the splicing 
domino o E P. This is evident from the very definition of the product IP. Thus IP 
is a presemigroup operation on DA, that is, 
Q IMP lb)=@ JPP> IPY, 
whenever both sides are defined. 
Example. Let S=Z* for .X= {a, 6, c} and let A be the identity relation on _Z’*: 
For 
A = l,*= {(x,x): xEz*}. 
P={(a, l)(4~)(l,~),(~2~,l)(c~c)(41)1, 
and 
a = (2, a2)( 1, a), P=(a, I)(b,b)(c, l), 
we have 
a /PP=a@j3=(a3b,a3b)(c, l), 
and when 
Y = (I, c)@, 4, 
then 
((x Ipp) (py=(a%ca,a%X7). 
However, 
P by=0, 
and thus also 
o IP(P IpY)=O. 
In this example the d-dominoes fail to form a semigroup under the operation IP. 
Clearly, the splicing semigroups are closed under intersection (for fixed P) and 
here each subset of A of DA generates a subsemigroup which is closed under 
splicing with respect to P. This smallest splicing semigroup of DA containing A will 
be denoted by D:(A). 
3. Finitely generated dominoes 
Example. Let Z= (a, b), A = 1,. and 
p= {(k l)(a,4(1,4,(k l)(G4(I,41, 
A = {(k b)(I, 4, (G I)(Q2, Q2)1. 
We obtain 
(b,b)(I,a)O(a, l)(a2,~2)=(~Q3,ba3)=(ba,ba)(I,a) I&?, 1)(&Q), 
and so also 
(bu, ba)(l, a)O(a, l)(a2, a*) = (ba4, ba4) E @(A). 
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By induction we find that (ba’, ba’) E D:(A) for all i2 3 and since 
(ba”,ba”)=(ba,ba)(l,a) IP(a,l)(a”-2,.n-2) 
also 
(a, l)(a”, a”) E Dop(A) (n 2 1). 
Each such a d-domino a=(~, l)(a”,a”) is atomic, that is, we cannot write 
a = (rl @a2 for any a,, a2 ED,P(A). 
We conclude that Ddp(A) is not finitely generated although both A and P are 
finite and d = lz* is finitely generated. 
Example. Let Z={a,b} and Ac,Z*XZ* be generated by the finite set 
((a, a), (b, b), (a2, a), (6, b2 )} and let 
P = ((ab2, ab2)(b, l), (a’b, a2b)(b, l)}. 
As illustrated in Fig. 5, the d-domino 
(x = (a3b3, a3b3) 
can be spliced only in the following two ways: 
(r = (a’, a2)(ab2, 1) jP( 1, ab’)(b, b) = a, Ipa 
= (a, a)(a2b, 1) lP( 1, a2b)(b2, b2) = a3 lpaq. 
Here, of course, a1 @a2 = a = a3@3a, and further aI @a, = 0 since (ab’, a2b) $ A and 
a,=a,@a2=(a3b2,a2b3)~D,P({a)). 
as cannot be spliced further by P (since (1, b), (a, 1) $A) and we have thus found 
that 
D,P((a>)=Ia,al,...,ag}U(0), 
Bo,P({a>) = {a, as}, 
Eo,P({~>) = {a>. 
Note, once again, that aOa = 0 because (1,l) $ A. 
Example. Let A and a be as above but P= { (ab2, ab2)( 1, b), (a2b, a2b)(l, 6)). Then 
BD,P({a)) = {(anb3,a3b”): nr 3) 
is infinite (but still a rational relation). 
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Theorem 1. Let A be finitely generated and A, P be finite sets of A-dominoes. Then 
it is undecidable whether or not D:(A) = D,(A). Further, the membership roblem 
for D:(A) is undecidable. 
Proof. Let hr, h2 : z1* + Z* be two morphisms and let d, e, f be new letters. Define 
two morphisms ,IJ~, ~2:Z’*-+(_ZU{e})* by 
PI(a) = eat, 
j&) = ace, 
foreachaE~.Further,definethemorphismsg,,g,:(CU{d,f})*~(~U{d,e,f})* 
by 
g&r) =Ot(a), g#) =,02(a) (a EC), 
gr (4 = d, g,(d) = de, 
g,(f) = ef, g2(f) =f. 
By construction of gl and g2, g,(w) =g2(w) if and only if w is of the form 
w=dw,fdw,f...dw,f 
for some nz0 and for w;E_Z* such that h,(w,)= h2(w,) for i= 1, . . ..n. (That is, 
gl(dwjf)=g2(dwjf) for each i= 1, . . ..n.) 
Let A be generated by the finite set 
Let 
A’= {(l,l)} U {(a,g;(a)): ae_EU {d, f}, i= 1,2}. 
and 
A={(a,g~(a)):a~~U{d~fljU{(d,de),(J;f)l, 
P= {Cl, 1)). 
Both of these sets are finite sets of blunt A-dominoes. Suppose D:(A) -DA(A) f0. 
Then there exists a A-domino u belonging to DA(A) such that a splices into two 
blunt A-dominoes at least one of which is not in D,(A). In particular, (X has two 
different factorizations with respect to the generator set A’, 
cr=a, cl2 ***ff,n=P,P2...& (a;>P;~d’-{(l,l))), 
such that 
cx;~A for i= l,...,m, 
and 
P1~A’ for i=l,...,k, 
and at least one of the factors p, is not from A. Above either ai= pi or 
a,=(a,g,(a)), ,B,=(a,g2(a)) for some aE_ZU(d,f}, or cq=(d,de), &=(d,d), 
ai+,=( ,3i+l=(Aef). In particular, m=k. 
We may further suppose that ora ..+ ax2 f/3, fiz ...j?; for i < m since otherwise 
(X=(Y,o2”‘a; lPa;+,...a,, 
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where czl cz2 ... (Y, or cr,+, e.. a,,, satisfies the conditions for a. Likewise, we may 
assume that a,ai+l...a,,#~jPi+,...P,,, for i>l. 
Thus if a, = (d, de), pi = (d d), then pip2 = cr contradicting the assumption that at 
least one of the pi’s is not in A. The same holds for a, = (Qd), (Ye = (Led), and 
Pi = (d, de), Pz = (f, f). 
We conclude that al = (d, d) and pi = (d, de), a2 = (a, g,(a)) and p2 = (a, gz(a)) for 
some adz. Proceeding from this inductively we conclude that for some letters 
aie 2 we have ai = (a,, g,(a,)), /?, = (a,, g2(ai)), i = 2, . . . , m - 1 and finally (Y,~ = (f, ef), 
p,,, = (A f). Therefore 
(Y = (da, . ..a.,~,.L gl(da,...a,,-If)) 
= (da, . . . a,,1 I f 9 g,W, . . . a,,, 1 J-1) 9 
which implies that hi(a2+*.a,,~i) =h2(a2 ... a,-,), for rnz 3. Thus, if Do - 
D,(A)#O, then there exists a nonempty word XEZ+ such that h,(x) =/z,(x). 
We note at this point also that if as above 
a=(da,... a,,,- ,f, gAd+ -%,-,.f))~~~(4 
then after splicing o with respect to P we obtain that /?; = (a,, g,(a,)) from d belongs 
to D;(A) for each i = 2, . . . , m - 1. In particular, D:(A) -DA(A) #O implies that 
(a,gz(a)) E DOp(A) for some a EC. 
Conversely, if there exists w ~23 such that h,(x) = h2(x), then D:(A) - DA(A) ~0. 
This is evident by letting x= a2 ... an,_, and following the construction given above. 
The following equivalences prove the claims: 
For some a E,Y 
4. Alphabetic dominoes 
Let d be generated by a finite subset of Z x X U { (1, l)] . Such a subsemigroup of 
Z* x Z* is called alphabetic. 
Each 6 Ed can now be identified with a word over the alphabet d, = _Z x Z fl d 
which will be called the base alphabet of d. For example (aba, bbc) E A can be 
viewed as the word formed by symbols (Q, b), (6, b) and (a, c). By this identification 
we can consider d as a subsemigroup of the free monoid (ZXJJ* and the blunt 
d-dominoes as words over d,. 
In the proof of the following theorem we shall identify a finite automaton with 
its state graph. The vertices of this graph will be called states as usual. An edge of 
the state graph is a transition of the finite automaton. 
A finite automaton $2 consists of a finite directed graph G = (V, E) together with 
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a labeling function f: E + Z x Z U { (1, l)} and of two fixed sets I, TC V which are 
called the initial and the final states of YJ. 
For each edge e E E we write e = (i(e), t(e)) and similarly for a path p = e,e2 .a. e, 
(where i(ei+ 1) = t(eJ for each i = 1,2, . . . , n - l), we denote by i(p) and t(p) the first 
(initial) state and the last (terminal) state of the path, respectively. 
The function f can be expanded to paths of G in a natural way: 
where p = e, e2 a.. e, is a path of G with eiE E. 
The (regular) set realized or accepted by $9 is defined by 
I’@ ={f(p): i(p)EZ and t(p)E T). 
A path p of YJ is an accepting path if i(p) E I and t(p) E T. 
Now, we shall show our main result, namely that for alphabetic dominoes the set 
obtained from a regular set by d-matching and by splicing with respect to a finite 
set P remains regular. To simplify the notation we will restrict the generated set to 
blunt dominoes, however, this restriction is not essential and it allows to simulate 
the splicing systems of [3]. 
We define B@(A) = D:(A) fI BD,. 
Theorem 2. Let A be an alphabetic subsemigroup of Z;* x,Z* and let P be a finite 
set of oriented A-dominoes and A a regular set over the base alphabet A,. Then 
BDI(A) is a regular set over A,. 
Proof. We shall construct a finite automaton 9 realizing BDI(A) inductively by 
adding new paths to the already existing graph. 
First we need some auxiliary notation. To simplify it we will assume that there 
are no blunt dominoes in P. There is no loss of generality since every blunt domino 
can be replaced by a finite number of dominoes oriented one way and a finite 
number of dominoes oriented the other way. 
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Let aEP. If I(a)E 1 xZ* and ~(o)EC*X 1, then we denote 
L(o) = (rt(m(a)), 1) and P(a) = (1, ~252(m(a)N, 
and if f(a) E~*X 1 and r(a) E I xi?*, then we denote 
L(o) = (1, rOr(a))) and R(o) = (rl(m(a)), l), 
as illustrated in Fig. 6. 
In both cases L(a). R(a) = m(a). 
To a word cr=d, d2 ... d,, EA, with die dB, we associate a graph IV(a), the word 
path of a, such that I+‘(a) has n + 1 vertices (states), say uo, u,, . . . , on, and there is 
an edge (u,, ui+,) with a label d;+, for each i=O, 1, . . ..n - 1. The vertices 
ut, u2, ... , u,_ 1 are referred to as internal vertices of W(a). 
Also, we shall adopt the notation 
i W(a) = u. and c W(a) = v,, 
when W(a) is given as above. Thus W(a) is a word path from the initial vertex u. 
to the terminal vertex v,. 
Henceforth, when a word path W(a) is added to the already existing graph we 
shah assume that the internal vertices (states) are all new ones. We shall also assume 
that a word path W(u) is added into the graph at most once from a given state to 
a given state, that is, given u. and u, there can be added only one word path W(a) 
such that i W(A) = u. and t W(a) = u,. 
The states of $3 will be 
(4 11, (6 1). 
and 
(0, e, a), (1, r, a) and (I, e, a), (r, r, a), 
for each aeP and for each Q, s~C*xlUlx2’* such that e.l(a)Ed and 
r.r(a)Ed, and 
where each Vj is an internal state of a word path W(a) which is added as indicated 
below. 
The labels of the edges in ie will be taken from d,U ((1,l)). 
For $2 and for each Ee;, we set 
I= {(I, 1)) and T= ((r, l)}. 
(i) Let go be the state graph for A such that go has (f, 1) as its unique initial 
state and (r, 1) as its unique final state. Such a graph go exists since we can use the 
label (1,l) while leaving the initial state and entering the final state. Thus ( F?o/ =A. 
(ii) If (1, l)~d, then we set an edge from (r, 1) to (I I) with the Iabel (1, 1). If 
(1, l)$d, then %J,=go. Clearly, jY?,l =D,(A). 
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Suppose the graph 92-r has already been constructed. Then Cr?; is obtained from 
bill using the rules (a)-(e) below. They are used in order, that is (a) before (b) and 
so on. 
Let p be a path in Y#;_, such that i(p) is reachable from the initial state and the 
final state can be reached from t(p), and assume that f(p) = Q. CJ . TEA for some 
aeP Q, s~Z*x ~~I(o),r(o).7~d: 
(a) We add the edge (i(p), (I,@, a)) to Y2-, with f(i(p), (I,@, a)) = (1,l); 
(b) We add the edge ((T, 7, o), t(p)> to YJ_, with f((r, 7, a), t(p)) = (1,l); 
(c) We add the word paths W(o. I(a)), W(m(a)> and W(7. r(a)) to 9,-t such 
that 
and 
iW(m(a)) = (0, e, a) 
and 
iw(e .40)) = (4 e, a) 
iW(r . r(a))= (1, T, fJ) 
See Fig. 7. 
and rIV(m(a)) = (1,7, o), 
and [We. KN) = (@a a), 
and tW(r . r(o))=(r,~,o). 
Fig. I 
(d) Let o, (T’E P and suppose the word paths w(m(a)) and W(m(a’)) are in ?Ji_, 
from (0, Q, a) to (1,7, a) and from (0, Q’, a’) to (1, t', (T'), respectively, for some Q, 7, 
Q’ and 7'. If L(o). R(a’) E A, then we 
such that 
iW(L(a) . R(a)) = (0, @, a) 
See Fig. 8. 
(e) If m(a)=(l,l)~A, then we add 
to $2_, and give these the label (1,l). 
add the word path W@(o). R(T)) to ‘9-r 
and tW(L(o) . R(d)) = (1, r', 0'). 
the edges ((6 I), (LT,a)) and (@,@,a), (r, 1)) 
We shall now proceed to prove that the above process terminates, that is we get 
the sequence of graphs ?J,, &, . . . , FJk, . . . , such that C!?k = %Jk+; for all ir0. 
Moreover, we show that ) KJk) = BDI(A). 
First of all, directly from the cases (a)-(e), we observe that only finitely many 
edges can be added in the construction and thus, indeed, there exists the smallest 
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Fig. 8. 
integer k such that FIk= gk+, and thus the construction will terminate with a finite 
graph. Let us denote ie= 9,. 
To prove that each accepting path p of FJ realizes an element f(p) of BD~(A) we 
proceed as follows. 
Let p = p, e be a path in FJi with i(p) = (I, 1) and t(e) = (I, Q, a). Denote 
We shall say that f(p)@y is obtained by a suffix-sequence from the d-domino 
f(p)@cx, if there exists a sequence of d-dominoes 
such that f(p) @ aj E @‘(A) for each j and JJ = CZ~ and f(p) @ a,, j = 2,3,. . . , m, is 
obtained from f(p)@a,-, by splicing inside a,_, or by matching a d-domino 
~EDT(A) to the end of f(p)@aj_,. 
Claim. Let p = p,e be a path in 9, with i(p) = (I, 1) and t(e) = (I, Q, a). Then every 
accepting path pq of 9; realizes a A-domino f(pq) E BDdp(A) which is obtained by 
a suffix-sequence from f(p)@(r,, where cy, is given as above. 
Proof of claim. We use induction on the steps of the construction. Obviously, the 
claim holds for i = 0. Assume that it holds for FS_,, that is for each path of F?Pl 
that starts from (I, 1) and ends in any (I, Q, a). 
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(I) Assume that YJi is obtained by adding an edge 
e = (u, (I, e, 0)) 
to YJ_, . This edge has then the label (1,l). By the part (a) of the construction there 
isapathp’inYJ_,suchthati(p’)=uandf(p’)=~~a~tEd andthereisapathp” 
from t(p’) to the final state (r, 1). 
Let p and q be given as required in the claim. Since pq is now an accepting path 
of $2; it means the word path II’@. CT) from (/, Q, a) to (0, Q, a) exists in ??_, and 
therefore there is a path h in ??_ 1 from (1, 1) to (1, Q, o), as illustrated in Fig. 9. 
e 
/ 
Fig. 9. 
(1.A) We shall first consider the special case where the path p is of the form 
p = p,e with t(p,) = v, where p, is a path in C!2_ ,. 
Now q’= p,p’p” is an accepting path of pi_, and hence f(q’) E BD~(A) by the 
induction hypothesis. When the d-domino f(q’) is spliced appropriately we obtain 
f(p)@al ED:(A), where once again we have a, = (Q . l(o))@t(a). 
We use induction on how many times the path q uses the added edge e to verify 
the claim in this special case. 
(I.A.0) Assume that the path q is in gi_t, that is, q does not use the edge e. Now 
the path hq is in %;_r and thus by the first induction hypothesis made for %i_r, 
there exists a suffix-sequence of d-dominoes f(h)@a,, . . . , f(h)@a, E @(A) such 
that f(hq) is obtained by splicing and matching in the parts “j as indicated in the 
definition. Note that the induction hypothesis assures that the al here and above 
are the same. Now, by the above alsof(p)@art ED:(A) and thus the same splicing 
and matching made in the suffix-sequence for f(h) apply to f(p), too. This shows 
that f(pq) E BD~(A>. 
(I.A.l) If q uses the edge e, then we can write q = q,eq,, where t(q,) = u and q1 
is a path in g;_r. 
The path hq,p’p” is in gi_, and thus f(hq,p’p”) is obtained from f(h)@a, by a 
suffix-sequence. Since f(p)@al E@(A), also f(pq,p’p”) is obtained from f(p)@ 
a, by a suffix-sequence. Moreover, fromf(pq,p’p”) we obtainf(pq,)@a, ED:(A) 
by splicing with respect to CJ. Since here hq, is in C!J_t and q2 uses the edge e one 
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time less than q, the induction hypothesis implies that f(hq) is obtained from 
f(hq,)@cr, be a suffix-sequence. Because f(pqJ@al is in D:(A), also f(pq) is 
obtained from f(pql)@cx, by a suffix-sequence and thus from f(p)@a,, too. This 
proves the claim in the special case (1.A). 
Note that the case (1.A) already shows that every accepting path of ‘$2; realizes a 
d-domino which is in BDi(A). This is because each such a path certainly visits the 
added edge e for the first time and if we take the path p equal to this prefix path, 
then the case (1.A) yields the result. 
(1.B) Now, let p be a path which has the general form of the claim, 
p = p,e’ with t(e’) = (I, Q’, IT’). 
When pq is an accepting path of FJi then f(pq) EBD~(A) as was observed above. 
We have to show that f(pq) is obtained by a suffix-sequence from f(p)@a;, 
where 
a; = (@‘. I(o))@L(a’). 
Let q=q,eq,, where q, does not use added edge e. (If q does not use the edge 
e, then q=q, .) Now qlp’p” is a path in SJP, and f(pq,)@a, is obtained from 
f(pq,p’p”) ED:(A) by splicing with respect to o. Here (Y, is as in the case (l.A). By 
the case (I.A), f(hq,) is obtained by a suffix-sequence from f(h)@)cr, and thus 
f(pq) is obtained by a suffix-sequence from f(pq,)@a, ED:(A). 
When we omit from the path p all the loops starting from and ending in the state 
(I, Q, o) or if (I, Q’, a’) = (I, Q, a), then by using the path h, we obtain a path h’ with 
i(h’) = (I, 1) and l(h’) = (I, Q’, a’) that never uses the added edge e. In particular, the 
path h’q,p’p” is in iei_,. 
By the induction hypothesis, f(h’q,p’p”) is obtained fromf(h’)@cx; EDT(A) by 
a suffix-sequence. This means that f(pq,p’p”) is obtained by a suffix-sequence 
from f(p)@@; E @(A) and hence f(pql)@ul is also obtained by a suffix-sequence 
fromf(p)@cr, sincef(pq,)@a, is obtained fromf(pq,p’p”) by splicing in the end 
part f(p’p”). In all, f(pq) is obtained by a suffix-sequence from f(p)@(r;. 
This proves the induction step to be valid in the case when the added edge has 
the form e = (u, (f, Q, 0)). 
(II) If the added edge has the form e = ((J r, o), u), then the proof of the inductive 
step is symmetric to the case (I) above and we omit the details. 
(III) If the additions of edges are made by the cases (c) or (d), then clearly 
1FJ) = IFJ_il and th e inductive step is trivial. - 
(IV) If the additions of edges are made by the case (e), then we match together 
old d-dominoes from $SP, which belong to D:(A) and the inductive claim is ob- 
vious. We leave the proof of this case to the reader. 
That concludes the proof of the Claim and hence 191 L L@‘(A) holds. 
The inclusion @(A) 5 1 C!J follows directly from the construction of $2 since 
A c / g/ and the construction simulates the task of making splicings and matchings. 
Thus @(A) = ) Yt/ as required. 0 
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The biological interpretation of BL$(A) for alphabetic LI, finite P and finite A 
is the following. 
We start with a finite number of blunt dominoes in A and 
(i) duplicate any blunt domino; 
(ii) splice a blunt domino (or a domino) according the enzymes encoded by P; 
(iii) bond (match) together two dominoes with matching left and right parts to 
form a blunt domino. 
Note that in biological situations there are no blunt dominoes in P and therefore 
P can be decomposed into two disjoint sets of “left” and “right” oriented 
dominoes. Clearly, only dominoes obtained by splicing by enzymes of the same 
orientation can be bonded in part (iii). 
The DNA-replication (duplication) happens by tearing the upper and lower 
strings apart and then creating new upper and lower strings matching these line 
strings. 
Head’s splicing systems S = (A, Z, B, C), where A is an alphabet, I a finite set of 
initial strings in A*, B and C finite set of left and right patterns, respectively, see 
[3] for the definition, can be simulated by a splicing semigroup based on alphabetic 
dominoes as follows. 
Semigroup n is generated by the pairs (u, a) for a E A; for each left pattern (c, x, d) 
in B there is a domino CJ in P such that t(o) = (c, I), m(a) =(x, X) and ~(0) = (1, d); 
and for each right pattern (c,x, d) in C there is a domino a in P such that 1(a) = (1, c), 
m(a) = (x,x) and r(a) = (d, 1). 
It is easy to verify that 
L(S) = BDdp(I) 
where L(S) is the splicing language generated by S. 
Of course, the alphabetic dominoes allow more natural representation of 
biological examples, specifically if a is (an enzyme) in P, then m(a) does not need 
to be of the form (x,x). For example, the TaqZ enzyme represented in [3] by 
([T/A], [C/G][G/C], [A/T]) could be represented by the domino 
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